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Abstract: In this study, we create a 3D interactive virtual
character based on multi-modal emotional recognition
and rule based emotional synthesize techniques. This
agent estimates users' emotional state by combining the
information from the audio and facial expression with
CART and boosting. For the output module of the agent,
the voice is generated by TTS (Text-to-Speech)system by
freely given text. The synchronous visual information of
agent, including facial expression, head motion, gesture
and body animation, are generated by multi-modal
mapping from motion capture database. A kind of high
level behavior markerup language(hBML) which
contains five keywords is used to drive the animation of
virtual agent for emotional expression. Experiments
show that this virtual character is considered natural and
realistic in multimodal interaction environments.
Keywords: interactive virtual character, multi-modal,
face animation, body movements, CART, boosting

1 Introduction
Virtual agents, as an exciting application in virtual reality
and artificial intelligence, have been studied intensively
for the last ten years. They are often utilized as
interactive agents communicating with human to make
the users understand the scene and designers' purposes.
In some situations, they are used to make the virtual
scene seem more real, or to create the core of the scene,
the context, the background and to evolution of the
stories in amusements[1], games[2],
education[3],
interactive virtual agents[4].
Recently, with the improvement of speech recognition
and natural language process, topic-centric humancomputer interactions have achieved great progress and
widely applied in call center services, language learning
and hotel booking [5-7], etc. In our daily life, we
communicate with each other through audio, expression,
gesture and body motion. All of these channels are
closely interconnected and give a vivid interactive
expression in case of a high degree of synchronism[8]. In
human-computer interaction, there is also an urgent need
for interactive agents which can communicate with users
through all of above communicative channels to express
their meanings, aims, mood and personalities[9]. Now it's
still a big challenge to make virtual agents conversation
or response like a real person in human-computer
interactions, because of human's great sensitivity over the
subtleties of emotional communication, especially in face
to face human-computer conversation applications.
In this study, we aim to create a 3D interactive virtual
character based on multi-modal emotional estimation and

rule based emotional synthesize techniques. The
remainder parts of this paper are organized as followings:
the related works for multimodal emotion estimation and
behavior controller technique are introduced in section 2;
in section 3 and section 4, we will present the idea of
emotion estimation and behavior markeup language in
details respectively; and the experiments and conclusion
are given in section 5 and section 6.

2

Related Works

2.1 Multimodal Emotion Recognition
Emotion recognition has been one of the most important
issues in human computer interaction. The importance of
automatic emotion recognition has been emphasized by
many researchers [10-12]during the last two decades.
Basically, audio and visual channels (mostly facial
expressions) are the two that transmitting human
emotions mostly. Extensive work has been done in the
past to recognize emotions from only single channel [13]
[14]. While in nature human interaction, the most two
obvious two emotional channels are acoustic and
expression[12]. Discussion on these two channels be
great help to improve the emotional estimation in humancomputer interactions.
Up to now, there are two kinds of approaches to fuse the
bimodal information: the decision-level fusion and
feature-level fusion methods. The former combines the
results from acoustic classifier and visual classifier by
rules [15], while the latter classifies the bimodal feature
vectors combined from audio and visual channels into
different emotions directly [12]. The decision-level
fusion takes advantage of the assumption that audio and
visual channels play different roles in human perception
of different emotions. In [15], the authors determined the
weighting matrix for audio and visual channels by
subjective perception. However, whether the weights can
be applied to other applications is in doubt. In [12], the
authors used SVM model to obtain better performance in
classifying emotions. However, they did not consider the
different dominances of features.

2.2 Multimodal Agent Animation
For face expression, virtual agents can animate through
embedding markup language in text to control the nonspeech expression, such as the Avatar Markup Language
(AML) [17] and Affective Presentation Markup
Language (APML) [18]. Some systems are dominated by
user mainly through audio or text input. BEAT[19]
parses natural language and tags it with grammatical
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information and dialog structure, which will be used for
nonverbal behavior through a number of rules.
Face is the most expressive area of the body. Many of the
face animation systems are based on the general
recognized face expression systems, such as Facial
Action Coding System (FACS)[20] and Emotional
Wheel[21]. The emotional space in Emotional Wheel is
represented by a disk defined by two dimensions:
activation and evaluation. Similarity between two
emotions is proportional to the angle that separates their
positions on the wheel. In Greta[4], the type of emotions
and expressions are based on a representation of beliefs
and goals. The internal states of the agent are generated
by Dynamic Belief Networks. Some systems [22] also
use the dynamic expressions to create emotional models,
in which the dynamics of emotions and moods are
simulated over time.
In this study, we create a 3D interactive virtual character
based on multi-modal emotional estimation and rule
based emotional synthesize techniques. This agent
estimates users' emotional state by combining the
information from the audio and facial expression with
CART and boosting method. For the output module of
the agent, the agent's voice is generated by TTS (Text-toSpeech)system by freely given text information. The
synchronous visual information for agent, including
facial expression, head motion, gesture and body
animation, are generated by multi-modal mapping from
motion capture system. Experiments show that this
virtual character is considered natural and realistic in
multimodal interaction environments.

3 Bimodal Emotion Recognition with CART
and Boosting
The input information of our emotion estimation module
includes visual and audio features. The boosting-based
framework with CART method is used to fuse the
features from two input modules. Fig. 1 presents the total
framework of our bimodal emotion recognition. In this
section, we first introduce how the visual and audio
features are selected and then, how CART and Boosting
is used to emotion recognition will be given.

Figure 1 Emotion recognition with CART and Boosting

3.1 Visual Features
Visual module is to track facial features and calculate
visual parameters. Point Distribution Models (PDM) is
introduced here as a kind of high-level constraint in this
study. We selected a small set of sample images from the
large corpus as the training set, and marked 20 feature
points (as shown in Fig. 2) in each image by hand. The
training set is used to train the PDM.

Figure 2 PDM model

The facial shape in each sample image is formulated as a
vector by concatenating the coordinates of feature points,

X i ( xi1 , yi1 , xi2 , yi2 ,.. xiN , yiN ) , where xij and yij are
the two coordinates of j-th feature point in i-th image. N
indicates the number of feature points. Here, N=20. In
order to compare equivalent points from different shapes,
an alignment is necessary. A modification of the
Procrustes method described in[23] is used here to align
all facial shapes before training the PDM. Then, we get
aligned facial shapes. With the PDM definition as figure
2, we get visual features as formula (1)-formula (4)

φ1 = 1 (θ + γ )

(1)

φ2 =

(2)

2

1
(α + β )
2

d1 = 1 ( p3 p9 + p4 p13 )

(3)

d 2 = p17 p19

(4)
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where θ , γ , α and β are angles defined in Fig.3. We
also define two directions X and Y, which are parallel
with the vectors p3 p 4 and p18 p 20 respectively. | p3 p9 |,
| p 4 p13 | and | p17 p19 | are length of vectors p3 p9 ,
p 4 p13 and p17 p19 . Since the lip movements are
synchronized with the speech content, we only choose
one feature from lower face to reduce the influence of
speech content.

3.2 Audio Features
For the audio features, some research has confirmed the
following features to be useful for the emotional speech
classification: utterance duration, F0 range, the maximum
of F0s, the minimum of F0s, the mean of F0s, the mean
of energy, and the mean of durations. To simulate the
stress, we added some more parameters in our previous
work [24]: the position of the maximum F0, the position
of the minimum F0, the position of duration peak, the
position of the minimum duration. Parameters describing
laryngeal characteristics on voice quality were also taken
into account. In [24], we analyzed the importance of all
these audio features for emotional speech classification.
The results showed that the mean of F0s, the maximum
of F0s, F0 range, the mean of energy, the mean of
durations and the position of the minimum F0 have much
better "resolving power" for emotion perception than
other parameters. They are selected as the audio feature
vector for audio input module in this paper.

3.3 Bimodal Emotion Recognition
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With the visual and audio features and the corresponding
emotion labels, we get our bimodal emotion training set
Π

S. Let S= { (xi,yi) }i =1 , where xi the combined feature
vector, yi is the emotion label from six emotion classes
Y={0,1,2,3,4,5}, and Π is the total number of training
samples. Fig.3 shows the configuration of the strong
classifier. Each box represents a “weak” classifier, which
is a CART model in our method. The strong classifier is
a linear combination of each CART model [25]. T is the
number of iterations.

Figure 3. Bimodal emotion recognition

The scheme of our CART and boosting algorithm is
showed as follows:
Step 1. Given M training samples (x1,y1)…(xm, ym),
where yi∈Y;
Step 2. Initialize

Step 3. For t=1,2,….T, Train the weak classifier using
distribution for Dt; Get the weak hypothesis h; Choose
weight

αt

and update

where Zt is a normalization factor.

neural networks (ANNs) [27], hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [28, 29], and head motion, including parameterdriven (rule-based) [30], data-driven head animation
synthesis [31]. Based on the collaborative filtering[32]
and k-nearest neighbors(kNN), we developed a lip-synch
system[33]. This technique renders lip movements and
makes it synchronized with the acoustic signals
generated from Text-to-Speech(TTS).
On the point of head motion, speech is usually
accompanied by head movements, which could be
effectively described by visual prosody[31]. Like what
introduced in [31], first, we cluster head movement
patterns that show up in each of seven different
emotional states performed by one actress, and
investigate how they relate with text's features. In this
method, patterns of head and facial movements are
strongly correlated with the prosodic structure of the text.
As lip-synch and head-motion are not key techniques for
emotion expressions in our system, please refer to [33]
for the relative details.

4.2 Body Movement
The Motion Analysis system is utilized to capture the
movements of face and body movements. The typical
animations and marker sets placed on the actors are
shown in Fig. 4(a). Motion Builder receives the captured
animating data from the Motion Analysis system and a
skeletal based 3D character generated in 3DMax. Then
the character model and animations are transferred into
the Cal3d engine through 3DMax. Fig 4(b) lists some
frames for happiness and anger actions on strong and
weak states. The actions in a column belong to same
emotional state, and they are different on speed and
magnitude. Finally, we obtain 42 action units for all
emotions.

Step 4 Output the final hypothesis:

where each instance x∈X may belong to multiple classes
in Y, is the number of classes x belongs to, and |Y-yi| is
the number of the remaining classes.
In step 3, the samples assigned with larger weights will
duplicate themselves in the current training set With the
resample training set, we can get a new CART model and

αt

= 0.5 * ln((1 + rt ) (1 − rt )) , where rt is a
pseudo-loss of for this multi-class self-rated problem,
obtained by

choose the

4 Agent Animation
4.1 Audio driven emotional speech synthesis
Various kinds of methods have been proposed for lipsynch, including linear prediction analysis[26], artificial

a.

b.
Figure 4 Emotional body movements

4.3 Agent Controller
The virtual character needs the control information
coming from the Control Module to synthesize audio and
visual speech, face expressions and body gestures. The
form of the manipulation information is like this:
<animation=*
emotion=*
pitchRatio=*
speed=*
volume=* > text. The "animation" field gives the index
number of body gestures. The "emotion" field transfers
the index number of face expressions, while "pitchRatio",
"speed" and "volume" are used to adjust the synthesized
audio speech. The whole relationship and how the
multimodal channels are used to agent’ animation
synthesize is shown in Fig. 5.
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different dominance of every feature in bimodal feature
vector statistically, not only the dominance of audio or
visual channels, which is more precise than the previous
rule-based methods.

5.2 Agent Animation

Figure 5 Multimodal animation synthesize

We build an emotional 3D talking agent with free Cal3D
platform[88] on PC with 2.6G CPU and 2G RAM. We
drive head and lip movement in real-time depending on
visual prosody of input text by TTS system. Figure 6
presents several selected frames for our agent when he is
speaking “it's sunny tomorrow” with neural emotion state.

5 Experiments
5.1 Emotion Recognition
We evaluate the performance of emotion recognition
methods by confusion matrix. In our work, the confusion
matrix is a six by six matrix. The element in i-th row and
j-th column in it represents the percentage of samples
whose real emotion state is i while the estimated emotion
state is j. The larger the elements in the diagonal, the
better performance a recognition method will give.
Results are shown in table 1.

Table 1 Bimodal emotion recognition confusion matrices

From the confusion matrices in table 1, it is clear that
"sadness" and "fear" is easy to be confused with only
audio features. Similar situations also happen to
"surprise" and "anger". These confusions are caused by
similarity in expressing emotions through only one
channel, which matches the observation in works [15]
[10] [16]. It is also clear that the confused emotion pairs
caused by the audio channel are different from those
caused by the visual channel.
Comparison between matrix 1,2 and matrix 3 shows that
our boosting-based algorithm performs better than the
rule-based algorithm. Intuitively, different persons may
have different styles to express emotions, and different
emotions may be expressed in different ways. The
boosting framework in our method can capture the

Figure 6 Several selected frames for agent speaking “it's
sunny tomorrow” with neural emotion state.

Subjective evaluation on emotion animation of 3D taking
agent are given by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) scores,
which is adopted for different emotion conversation on: 1)
pure speech based conversation without any emotion
recognition for users and without emotion output for
agent; 2) Emotion based speech conversation with
bimodal emotion recognition for users facial expressions
and audio input. However, the virtual agent only presents
random emotion output on body and head animation; 3)
HCI conversation with our schema on bimodal emotion
recognition and emotional controller for virtual agent.
For each user, the subjects were asked to score the
expressivity of HCI conversation system on a five level
mean opinion score (MOS) scale. The results show in
figure 10. The average MOS scores of three sessions are
2.2 (Session (1)), 2.8 (session (2)), 3.8 (session (3)). The
pure speech based HCI conversation without emotion
analysis and emotion output is always considered
unnatural. The speech based HCI conversation with
random animation output gets a higher score than that of
previous one. When the features synthesized with the
multimodal emotion dialog management and emotional
behavior control approach proposed in this paper is
added, the HCI dialog shows a nature and realistic
conversation procedure and improves the MOS by 1.0
points than that with random animation on body.

6 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, a virtual agent is designed to interact with
users with appropriate expressions including speech,
virtual speech, face expressions, head movements and
body gestures. Though natural emotion based 3D
interactive agent is achieved in our work, there are some
improvements needed to be done. The first one is the
emotional state of each sentence in hBML needs to be
assigned by user, a work of predicting the emotional state
from the output context should be added. Secondly, all
the body and face action units in database are recorded in
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advance, which could not modified by users at run-time.
It needs to generate more action units from the fixed
action in database by motion morph techniques in the
future.

Figure 7 Subjective evaluations on emotion animation of 3D
taking agent
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